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Adventures of the Flying Dog
Follow VIPO, the flying dog, on his adventures
around the world. Through interesting stories and
charming illustrations, children learn about different
countries, cultures and the importance of friendship.
The stories were written by Michaela Hanauer, a
Munich based children’s author and illustrated by
Studio Moai, a Genovese graphic design studio.
Nine titles are currently available in this series.
Available titles
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01 Holland
02 Switzerland
03 London
04 Scotland
05 Greece
06 Russia
07 Egypt
08 India
09 China

A Postcard for VIPO
Emergency in the Snow
Looking for the Queen
Nessie’s Kilt
Animal Olympics
Breaking the Ice
Three wishes
A Blossom Story
VIPO saves the Peking Opera

Each book consists of 10 illustrated double pages
+ additional illustrated mini-information
+ activity page

An old tale relates how the Sphinx appeared
to a Prince in his dreams, and promised him
he would rule all of Egypt if he freed the
Sphinx of sand. The Prince did as he was told,
and went on to rule all of Egypt as Pharaoh
Thutmose IV.

T

he Sphinx, which Henry was looking for,
seems to be guarding the Pyramids. By the
time they reach the huge statue with the
body of a lion, the human face and the broken nose,
the three friends are pretty exhausted. They take
a little nap in the shade of the great paws of the
Sphynx. In his dreams, VIPO hears these mysterious words: "May your heart never be so hard and
cold as me, yet I can solve your problem!" Now what
is that supposed to mean? Not even Henry has any
idea. Forgetting the danger, Betty sighs: "I wish we
could solve the riddle!"
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Adventures of the Flying Dog
The first Video Book series consists of 26 books, each
based on an episode from the animated television
series “VIPO – Adventures of the Flying Dog”.
The 26 educational stories each takes place in a
different country, teaching children about different
cultures, history and values.
Available titles

208
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01 VIPO in Salzburg
02 VIPO in Vienna
03 VIPO in Venice
04 VIPO in Rome
05 VIPO in Madrid
06 VIPO in Seville
07 VIPO in Paris
08 VIPO in Switzerland
09 VIPO in Munich
10 VIPO in Hamburg
11 VIPO in Holland
12 VIPO in London
13 VIPO in Scotland

14 VIPO in Scandinavia
15 VIPO in Moscow
16 VIPO in Athens
17 VIPO in Egypt
18 VIPO in Africa
19 VIPO in India
20 VIPO in Australia
21 VIPO in Brazil
22 VIPO in Mexico
23 VIPO in New York
24 VIPO in Japan
25 VIPO in China
26 VIPO in Vipoland

“Maybe I should have hypnosis, then!”
calls Anad. “I don’t want to remember
everything. I don’t want to
Elephants are
remember… her.” “Her?” asks
the largest land
VIPO. “Shakirah,” says Anad,
mammals. There are two
types of elephants, the
“the beautiful elephant lady who
African and the Asian
lives in the Taj Mahal!” And he
elephant. The African
tells them the story of his sad love.

elephant is larger than the
Asian elephant and has
bigger ears and
longer tusks.

All books can be viewed at www.vipoland.com/booklicensing

The second Video Book series consists of 26 books,
each based on an episode from the animated television
series “Surviving Time Island with VIPO and friends”.
The 26 adventure stories take place on Time Island,
a magical world where VIPO and his friends are
mistakenly transported.
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Available titles

Each book consists of 32 pictures +
Additional illustrated mini-information

But suddenly Mani freezes. Betty
has taken a flute she found next to
his vase and starts playing it. Mani
slowly curls back into his vase and
Henry explains that fakirs use the
flute to control their snakes, it’s
like hypnosis.
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01 Once Upon a Time Watch
02 A Tale of Two Villages
03 A Stone for All Seasons
04 Attack of the Goggs
05 Flower Power (Spring 1)
06 A Butterfly Affair (Spring 2)
07 The Littlest Gogg
08 Monster Mayhem
09 The Big Switcheroo
10 To Play or not to Play
11 Mirage (Summer 1)
12 The Sun King (Summer 2)
13 Betty the Gogg

14 Kung Fur
15 Goggy See, Goggy Do
16 The Great Flood
17 To Win the Wind (Autumn 1)
18 The Empress of Autumn (A. 2)
19 A Village Divided
20 Song for Sniffles
21 Amulet Lost
22 Price for Ice
23 Gogg Foot (Winter 1)
24 Ice Pirates (Winter 2)
25 An Unwelcome Surprise
26 In the Nick of Time

Each book consists of 32 pictures +
Additional illustrated mini-information

Yao looked at his master in amazement.
"Wow…" he said, impressed.
But there was no time to lose: Ogg shook back to his
senses too quickly.
"Ogg army attack!" yelled the angry Gogg ruler.
The Goggs started to advance toward the villagers –
just as VIPO came into view.
"I've got a few moves of my own, Ogg!" said VIPO to the
evil Gogg. "I call them: flying doggle – scary monster!"

Ogg was really surprised to see Nessy, the
big Loch Ness monster, popping out of one
of the bushes.
"Monster!" cried the five Goggs in fright.
"Your move, Nessy!" said VIPO to his friend.
Nessy nodded. She grabbed the trunk of a
palm tree and bent it back, stretching it. Then
she let go of it – sending a lot of coconuts
straight towards Ogg and the Goggs.

All books can be viewed at www.vipoland.com/booklicensing

Palm trees
are symbols of
victory, peace, leisure
times and tropical
climates. There are
2,600 species within
the palm
family.
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